
GENERAL MOTORS LLC
Global Vehicle Safety

USG 4844
June 7, 2019

Honorable Heidi King
Deputy Administrator
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
1200 New Jersey Avenue, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Re: Recall No. 19V375; Petition for Determination of Inconsequential
Noncompliance, Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 108 (Lamps,
Reflective Devices, and Associated Equipment)

Dear Deputy Administrator King:

Pursuant to 49 CFR Part 556,49 USC §30118(d) and §30120(h), General Motors LLC
("GM") requests an exemption from the notification and remedy requirements of the National
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act for a noncompliance with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard (FMVSS) No. 108 on the basis that the noncompliance is inconsequential to motor
vehicle safety.

In accordance with 49 CFR Section 556.4(b)(6), GM has submitted a 49 CFR Part 573
noncompliance notification report to the agency. The Part 573 report provides additional details
regarding the noncompliance, including the number of vehicles and the vehicle models affected.
Three copies of that report are enclosed with this petition.

Description of the Noncompliance

GM's headlamp supplier for last-generation GMC Terrain vehicles (model years 2010 to
2017), II Stanley Co., Inc. ("Stanley"), supplied headlamps for these vehicles with lower beams1
failing to conform, in part, to S 10.15.6 of FMVSS No. 108. As illustrated in Figures 1 through
5, below, a reflection from the headlamps' housing is directed 80 degrees outboard and 45
degrees upward, as measured from each lamp's optical axis. This reflection can dimly illuminate
two small areas high above the vehicle, one to the far left and the other to the far right of the
vehicle, outside of the driver's view and not directed in a way that will create glare for oncoming
or other surrounding vehicles. When tested, this reflection from a single point on each lamp may
be brighter than the maximum designated in section S 10.15.6 and Table XIX of FMVSS 108 for
the 10°U to 90°U zone.

In 2009, before beginning production of these headlamps, Stanley validated and certified
to GM that the headlamps complied with all applicable requirements of FMVSS 108. Stanley
also provided documentation from Intertek, an A2LA certified third-party testing laboratory,
certifying the compliance of these headlamps at the time. Neither Stanley nor Intertek identified
any potential compliance issue with these lamps.

This condition affects the lower beam headlamps only; the condition is not present when the high beams are activated.
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Deputy Administrator King

The following Figure 1 shows the path of the reflection on the left headlamp:
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I LowBeamProjector I
//iAi

High Beam Reflector

¯ Light is reflected from projector lens onto sidewall of high beam reflector

¯ Light bounces from HB reflector to lower shelf

¯The reflected light projects outward at '45U, go outboard

FIGURE 1 -PATH OF REFLECTED LIGHT

USG 4844

The following Figure 2 shows the location of the small area illuminated by the reflection
from the left lamp on a fifteen-foot-tall ceiling. This picture was taken in a darkroom
specifically used for vehicle lighting tests. While not pictured, a similar area, in a similar
location, from the righthand lamp could be seen on the right side of the vehicle.

2

FIGURE 2- REFLECTED LIGHT FROM LEFT

HEADLAMP AS SEEN FROM REAR OF VEHICLE
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Each reflection point is near the edge of the 10°U-90°U range. The following Figures 3
through 5 show the reflection from the left headlamp in relation to the 10°U-90°U zone. The
reflection from the right lamp is in a similar location on the opposite side of the vehicle. As
measured, the reflection is approximately 45° up, 800 outboard; 6.6° wide by 490 deep; 2.2
lumens at 10 meters; and 450-470 cd.
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FIGURE 3 -PLAN VIEW OF REFLECTED LIGHT FIGURE 4- SIDE VIEW OF REFLECTED LIGHT

OVERLAID ONTO 1O°U-90°U ZONE OVERLAID ONTO 1O°U-90°U ZONE
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reflected light
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FIGURE 5 -ORTHOGONAL VIEW OF REFLECTED LIGHT

OVERLAID ONTO 1O°U-90°U ZONE
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The Noncompliance is Inconsefluential as it relates to Motor Vehicle Safety

This noncompliance is inconsequential to motor vehicle safety for at least the following
reasons:

¯ The reflection has no effect on vehicle safety for oncoming or surrounding vehicles;

¯ The reflection has no effect on vehicle safety for the subject vehicles;

¯ GM is aware of only a single customer inquiry associated with this condition and is
not aware of any crashes or injuries;

¯ The headlamps comply with recognized industry standards;

¯ The headlamps comply with applicable requirements for global regions, including
United Nations ECE Ri 12;

¯ The issue has been corrected for service parts and does not affect current-generation
vehicles;

¯ Aside from this reflection, the headlamps conform in all respects with the
requirements of FMVSS 108.

Each of these points is considered in further detail as follows.

A. The refection has no effect on vehicle safety for oncoming or surrounding vehicles

The narrow reflections in question do not create a safety risk for oncoming or
surrounding drivers due to the extreme angle of the reflection, as described in Figure 1 through
Figure 5, above. This angle, 80 degrees outboard and 45 degrees upward from each lamp's
optical axis, is far above the range where the reflection could cause glare for oncoming or
surrounding drivers, including the industry-recognized "glare points" referenced in Table XIX of
FMVSS 108 at the following ranges: 0.5°U - 1.5°L to L, i°U - 1.5°L to L, 0.5°U - 1°R to R,
1.5°U -1°Rto R.

B. The reflection has no effect on vehicle safety for drivers of the subject vehicles

The areas illuminated by the narrow reflections in question are not visible to drivers of
the subject vehicles. These two small areas appear high above the vehicle,2 one to the far left
and the other to the far right of the vehicle, well outside of the driver's view.

While these reflections may be somewhat perceptible in certain extremely dense fog or
snow conditions, there would be no effect on vehicle safety due to the small size and far
outboard location in the driver's peripheral field of view. Any detectable light would be
negligible compared to other outside sources of illumination such as glare from oncoming traffic
or fog glare forward of the vehicle from any FMVSS compliant headlamp.

2 The exact height will depend on the distance to the reflecting surface.
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Deputy Administrator King

C. GM is aware of only a single customer inquiry associated with this condition,
and is not aware of any crashes or injuries

GM reviewed all relevant field data and found just a single customer inquiry within the
global vehicle population of nearly 820,000 vehicles sold over eight model years. The customer
stated, "Left head lamp seems to have a portion of the light that shines up in the trees at near a
45-degree angle." GM identified no other related field reports, including in warranty, TREAD,
VOQ and legal data.

D. The headlamps comply with recognized industry standards

S6. 1.1 of SAE International Standard J1383, Performance Requirementsfor Motor
Vehicle Headlamps (May 26, 2010), sets forth certain industry-recognized intensity and size
limits on headlamp photometrics. Specifically, for a zone extending 20° left to 20° right, and 10°
to 60° up from the lamp optical axis, the light projected cannot exceed 550 candela and cannot
occupy more than five percent of the zone's total area. As depicted in Figures 6 and 7, the
reflection from the subject lamps is well outside of this zone. Even if the reflection were within
this zone, the headlamps would remain compliant, as the reflection would not exceed the
maximum of five percent of the total area or the maximum of 550 candelas.

SAEJ1383Zone1
Suect

USG 4844

FIGURE 7 -PLAN VIEW OF REFLECTED LIGHT
OVERLAID ONTO SAE ZONE 1

E. The headlamps comply with applicable requirements for global regions,
including UNECE R1123

S6.2.4 and Annex 3, Figure B of UNECE R112 specify photometric test points for the
passing beam (i.e., lower beam headlamp). The photometric points extend to 4° above the lamp
optical axis. The subject reflection is well above those test points.

United Nations ECE Addendum 111: Regulation No. 112, Rev. 3 (Jan. 9, 2013)

FIGURE t - SIDE VIEW OF REFLECTED LIGHT
OVERLAID ONTO SAE ZONE 1
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F. The subject condition has been corrected for service parts and does not affect
current-generation vehicles

GM is purging all affected service and replacement headlamps from dealer stock.
Stanley has redesigned service and replacement headlamps to add graining to the inadvertent
reflecting surfaces, which will prevent the reflections that are the cause of the issue. These
redesigned lamps are expected to be available June 12, 2019.

Current-generation GMC Terrain vehicles (model years 2018 and newer) use a different
headlamp design and are not affected by this condition.

Conclusion

For these reasons, GM petitions to be exempted from the recall and remedy provisions of
the Safety Act for this noncompliance with FMVSS 108 for this population of vehicles.

If you have questions regarding this petition, please contact me or Matthew Jerinsky of
GM's Washington, D.C. office.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
Three copies of corrected Part 573 letter

Brian Latouf, Executive Director
Global Safety Field Investigations and
Regulations



D GtNEItfLMOTOltS LLC
5)D weide SIty Part 573 Report

N192234O Non -Compliance Inconsequential DUE to NHTSA: Thur M.a 15, Z019

Title: FMVSS 108 Veiling glare
Title is not part of the 573 sub1rnission but may appear on vlNooksp, GlObal warrant-i, bulletins, r submissions to otherage¯mces

Information must be submitted by the due date at NIITSA's recall portai h/fma.saferrar.gomortaishenin

Note: cell entries over o00 characters will have to entered as attachments

Yes - Petition for Inconsequential Noncompliance 49 CFR 555

Vehide Information
Model Yearjs, Make,
Model

2010-2017 GMC Terrain

Descnptnre Information

¯ The basis for how the recall population was
determined and

110w the recaliled products differ from products
that were not inclbded in the recall

Identify the number of affected products
related to this specific oakefmodeljrnodd

year combination, where aveitable

__________

5716 c] (1) (2 (31' (4j
Begiinnirsg Ending

Production Date Production Date

CmrnIddhwi I (mm/dd/yyyy}

Manufacturing records were used to identify 05/21/'2009
affected vehide.s
726,959 GMC Terrain vehicles are affected
by this recall.

07(13/2017

Total Population
______________________________

______

Number PotentlallThmlved[ii9 Estimated Percentage of Involved Yñth Defect

Defect / Noncompliance Description 57:3.6 (cj (5
Describe the defect or noncompliance:

General Motors has decided that the lower beam headlamps in 2010-2017 GMC Terrain vehides fail to conform, in
part, to Si0.156 of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No 108, Lamps, reflective devices, and

associated eq'uipment' A reflection caused by the headlamps' housiing can project a narrow beam of light SO
degrees outboard and 45 degrees upward of each lamjls forward-center axis This can dimly illuminate two small
areas high above the vehicle, one to the far left and the other to the far right of the vehicle, outside of the driver's
view and not diirected in a way that will create glare for oncoming or other surrounding vehides When tested, the
light emitted from thi5 5irigle point on each lamp may be brighter than the maximum designated in section SICLISG

and Table XIX of FMVSS 10&

Describe the safety risk:

GM believes the risk to motor vehicle safety is inconsequential.

(Optioaial} Describe the causes

N192223240_573 Revision_iS May 2019 C002 Form 23.Apr201.9 Page 1 of 3



The headlamp design allows a narrow beam of light fromtheloer beam amp to reflect off of the inner surface of

the high beam reflector. The lamps' high beams are not affected bythis condition.

(Optional) Identify any warning wtiuth can precede or occur:

left

Oces this recall only affect products in certain geographic regions! No

Manufacturer of Defective Component
if applKabe. identity the rnanufactire, of the defective or noncompliant component.

if the mariulacturer of the nent is unknown. provide information for the comra apç lied the subject compol

Company Name, Address: pa n Contact (Name, Position, Phone, email):

I I Stanley Co., Inc famclark
1500 Hill-Brady Rd 269-420-2500
Baffle Creek, Ml 49037

Chronology of Defect / Noncompliance Determination 573.6 (c) 16) (7)
Describe the ch ronolog\ of events leading up to the defect decision ortest data for the noncompliance decision:

________

On April 8,2013, GM received an email from Transport Canada indicating that the lower beam headlamps in certain
last-generation GMC Terrain vehicles may not comply with Canada Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (CMVSS) No. 108
(1, referencing Technical Standards Document No. 108, Lamps, P.efllecth'e Devices, and Associated Equipment (ISO
10B After a preliminary evaluation, GM opened an investigation into the issue on April23, 2019 GM determined
that these head lamps should a Iso be evaluated under S10JS .6 of FMVSS 10g. whkh has similar requirements to

S1OJ..5.6 of TSD LOIS.

GM's engineers contacted the headlamp supplier, who in 2009 had certified to GM that these head lamps complied

with all applicable requirements of FMVSS 108, including 510156 The supplier also proirided certification
documentation from a third-party testing laboratory contracted by the supplier at that time. Neither the supplier

nor the testing lab identified a potential compliance issue with these lamps.

The investigator and GM's lighting engineers tested representative headlamps in the lab and reviewed design data
provided by the headlamp supplier. They determined that a reflection caused by the headlamps' housing design can

project a narrow beam of light 80 degrees outhoard and 45 degrees upward of each lamps forward-center axis.

In addition to laboratory testing, GM's investigator searched warranty and other field data for reports relating to this

condition. Out of a global vehide population of nearly 820,000 vehicles over seven model years, only a single

customer inquiry was identified.

The matter was reviewed by GM's Open Investigation leview (Ole) board on May 6,2019. On May 9, 2019, GM's
Safety and Field Action Decision Authority (SFADA} decided that the light emitted from the identified single point on

each lamp may be brighter than the maximum designated un section S1OJ5.6 and Table XIX of FMVSS 108, but

believes the condition is inconsequential to motor vehicle safety. G hi intends to petition N HTSA for an exemption

from the notice and remedy provisions of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Act for this condition for all affected
vehicles.

N192223240_573 Revision_iS May 2019 (002:I Form 23.Apr2DLS Page 2 of 3



Identity the Remedy 573k (c) (BJ
Describe the defectfnoncompliance remed prxant. includiet the manufacturer's plan, for reimbursement
Remedy: 1

GM intends to petition NHTSPL for an eucemption from the notice and remedy provisions of the Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Act.

Reimbum-sement Plan:

fintentional ly left blank]

Describe what distinguishes the remedy component frc m the recalled component.
- The name, description, and part number of the recalled components} must also be reported in tt is field.

(Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 49 U.&C §3llil9(g - Section 24116 of the FAST Act
_____

Lintentionally left blank]

Recalled Component Name: irleadlamp Asm.
-___________________________

Recalled Component Description: Eleadlamp Asm.

Recalled Component Part Number: 23319179, 8081. 82, 840�4624r 25, 2�, 27

Recalled Component Country ofOrigin:
___________________________________________

(Optional} Identify and describe how and when the recaI cordition was corrected in production:

These vehicles are a prior generation GMC Terrain. The current generation, beginning model year 2018, use a
different headlamp design.

_________________

Identify the Recall Schedule
Describe the recall schedule for notifications:

_____________________

Planned Dealer Notification Begin Date (mnidcl/yiyy}:
_________________________________

Planned Dealer Notification End Date (mmfdd/yyyy}:
_______

Planned Owner Notification Begin Date (rnmJddfyy}:

Planned Owner Notification End Date (mnnifdd/yyyy}:
__________________________________

Manufacturer's identification codE for this recall: N192223240

Manufacturer's Comment to NHTSA Staff:

N192223240_573 Revision_iS May 2019 (0O2 Form 23Apr2O19 Page 3 of 3
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Iot.iiidiS.kty Part 573 Report

N19222:3240 Non -Compliance Inconsequential DUE to NHTSA: Thur May 16 2019

Title: FMVSS 108 Veiling glare
Title is not part of the 573 submission, but may appear on VIINlookup, Giobal arranr bulletirLs, or submissions to other agerices

Information must be submitted by the due date at NIITSA'S recall portal tps.ffmap.safercar.goQDortal,stnin

Note: Cell entries over ooo characters will have to entered as attachments

P Yes - Petition for Inconsequential Noncompliance 49 CFR 556

Vehide Information
______

57:3.6 (c} (1) [2 (3J
Model fearsJ Make Descnptnre Information j Beginning Ending

Model The basis for how the recall population was
detersn ned end

¯ How the recalled products differ from products.
that were not included in the recall

Production Date Production Date
Cmm/tld/yyyy} Cmrn/dd/vvvv}

¯ ldentiF the eumber of affected pwducts
related to this. specific .jnakefmodeVmnodel

year combination, where available

2010-2017 GMC Terrain Manufacturing records were used to identity 05/21(2009 07/13/2017
affected vehides.
726,959 GMC Terrain vehicles are affected

this recall.

Total Population
_____________________________________

_____________

Nurnber Potentially Involved j7269 Estimated Percentage of Involved With Defect 100% 1]

Defect / Noncompliance Description 5736 (c} (5)

Describe the detect orinoncompliance:

General Motors has decided that the lower beam headlamps in 2010-2017 GMC Terrain vehides fail to conform in

part, to 510.15.6 of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 14o. 108. vLamps, reflectlve devices, and

associated equipment' A reflection caused by the headlamps housiing cain project a narrow beam of Fight 80

degrees outboard arid 45 degrees upward of each lamp's forward-center axis. This can dimly illuminate two small

areas high above the yehicfle, one to the far left and the other to the far right of the vehide. outside of the driver's

view and not directed in a way that will create glare for oncoming or other su;rromding vehides. When tested, the

light emitted from this single point on each lamp may be brighter than the maximum designated in section 51015.6
and Table XIX of FMVSS 10&

Describe the safety risk:

GM believes the risi to motor viehide safety is inconsequential.

(Optional Describe the cause:

N192223240_573 Revision_iS May 2019 002 Form 23Apr2019 Page 1 of 3



The he lamp design allows a narrow beam of light from the lower beam Ilamp to reflect offof the inner surface of
the high beam reflector. The lamps' high beams are not affected by this condition.

(Optional} Identify any warning which can precede or occur;

(mtentionally left blanki
-________________________________________________________

Does this recall only affEct products in cei-taiin geographic regions? lb

Manufacturer of Defective Component
If applicable. identft the manufacturer of the defectwe or noncompliant component.

ir vie iaanusacwrer artne compocens is unenown, proviae .niorinaoon rortne oinpaiiy teat supp eesme suojec cu ponent..

Company Name, Address: Company Contact (Name, Position, Phone, emaiil}:

II Stanley CO.r Inc Adam Clark
1500 Hill-Brady Rd. 269'-420-2500
Battle Creek, Mi 49037

Chronology of Defect / Noncompliance Determination 573.6 {c} 6J (7)
or events ieaainr unto vie cierect oectsiom or sean uara nor use usuocunniseance ciecislon;

On April , 2019, GM received an email from Transport Canada indicating that the lower beam headlamps in certain

last-generation GMCTerrai'n vehicles may not comply with canada Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (CMVSS No 108
(11, referencing Technical Standards Document lb. 108, Lamps, Reflective Devices, and Associated Equipment (TSD
10S. After a preliminary evaluation, GM opened an investigation into the issue on April23, 2019. GM determined
that these head lamps should also be evaluated under 5101.5.6 o-f FMVSS 108, whidi has similar requirements to

S10.156 of TSD 10(8.

GM's engineers contacted the headlamp supplier, who irs 2009 had certified to GM that these head lam ps complied

with all applicable requirements of FMVSS 108, including 510.15.6. The supplier also provided certification
documentation from a third-party testing laboratory contracted by the supplier at that time. lieither the supplier

nor the testing lab identified a potential compliance issue with these lamps.

The investigator and GM's lighting engineers tested representatkee headlamps in the lab and reviewed design data
provided by the headlamp supplier. They determined that a reflection caused by the headlamps' housing design can
project a narrow beam of light 8-0 degrees outboard and 45 degrees upward of each lamp for.v ard-center axis.

In addition to laboratory testing. GM's investigator searched warranty and otherfi&d data for reports relating to this
condition. Out of a global vehide population of neady 820CO vehicles over seven model years, only a single

customer inquiry was identified.

The matter was reviewed by GM's Open Investigation Review (olR board on May 6,20(19. On May 9, 2019, GM's
Safety and Field Action Decision Authority (SFADA} decided that the light emitted from the identified single point on
each lamp may be brighter than the maximu:m designated in section 510.15.6 arid Table XIX of FMVSS 108, but
believes the condition is inconsequential to motor vehicle safety. GM intends to petition NHTSA for an exemption

from the notice and remedy provisions of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Act for this condition for all affected
vetsides.

N192223240_573 Revision_iS May 2019(002: Form 23Apr2319 Page 2 of 3



Identify the Remedy (c) 18)
Describe the defect/noncompliance remedy program. including the namifacturers plan for reimbursement
Remedy:

GM intends to petition N:HTSA for an exemption from the notice and remedy provisions of the Federal Motor Vehide
Safety Act.

Remibursement Plan:

(interitionafly left blanki

Describe what distinguishes the remedy component from the recalled com9onent.
- The name, description, and part number of the recalled coiriponent(s} must also be reported in this field.

(Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 49 U.&C §30119(g) - Section 2411� of the FAST Act)
(intentionally left blank]

Recalled Component Name: Headlamp Asm

Recalled Component Description: Headlamp Asm

Recalled Component Part Plumber: 23319179. 80, 81,82, 840G4624, 2S2�, 27

Recalled Component Country ofOrigin: US
(Optional) Identify and describe how and when the recall condition was corrected in production:

These vehicles are a prior generation GMC Terrain. The current generation, beginning model year 2018, use a
different headlamp4gn

___________

__________

________

Identify the Recall Schedule
Describe the recall schedule for notifications:

Planned Dealer Notification Begin Date (men/dd/yyyy}:
______________________________ -

Planned Dealer Notification End Date (mmfdd/yyyy}:
_______

Planned Owner Notification Begin Date (mmjd*jyyy}:
Planned Owner Notification End Date (mm/ddlyyyy}

___________

____________

Manufacturer's identification code for this recall: P1192223240

Manufacturer's Comment to NHTSA Staff:

N192223240_573 Revision_iS May 2019(002) Form 23Apr2i0L9 Page 3 of 3
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CInbI Uhid 5ay Part .573 Report

N192223240 Non -Compliance Inconsequential U[ to NHTSA: Thur Ma 16, 2019

Title: FMVSS 108 VeiRng glare
Title is mat part of the 573 submission, biat may appear on VIN hookup, Gobal Warrant bulletins, or submissions to other agencies

Information must be submitted by the due date at NIITSA's recall portal https:llrnap.sfercar.RouirnertalIsisnin

Note: Cell entries o.er aOOO characters wilil have to entered as attachments

Yes - Petition for Inconsequential Noncompliance 49 CFR 555

Vehide lnforrna tion
Model YearsJ, Make,
Model

2010-2017 GMC Terrain

Descriptive Information

¯ The basis for how the recaLl population was
determined and

¯ How the recalled products differ from products
that were not inciuded in the recall

¯ IdentiF the number of affected products
redated to this specific makef eli model
year combination, where avaiLable

5736 (c} (1) (2) (.3} (41
Beginning Ending
Production Date Production Date
(mm/dd/yyyyj (mm/dd/yyyy}

Manufacturing records were used to identity 05f212009
affected vehicles..

726,959 6MG Terrain vehicles are affected
by this recall.

0713f2017

Total Population
______________________________

__________

[Number Potentially Involved
-

Estimated Percentage of Involved With Defect 100 %

Defect / Noncompliance Description 57:36 (c) (5)

Descthe the detect or noncompliance:

General Motors has decided that the lower beam !headlamps in 2010-2017 GMC Terrain vehicles fil to conform, in
part, to S1O.156 of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No.. 108, Lareps, reflective derices, and

associated equipment" A reflection caused by the headlamps' bousiing can project a narrow beam of Fight £0

degrees outboard and 45 degrees upward of each lamp's forward-center axi& This can dimly illuminate two small
areas high above the vehicle, one to the far left and the other to the far right of the vehicle, outside of the driver's
view and not diirected in a way that will create glare for oncoming or other surrounding vehicles.. When tested, the
light emitted from this single point on each lamp may be brighter than the maximum designated in section SLOJ.5..6

and Table XIX of FMVSS 108..

Descrthe the safety risk:

GM believes the rIsk to motor vehicle safety is inconsequential.

(Optiioiial} Descri4e the cause:

N19222324573 Reision_15 May 2019 oo2 Form 23Apr2019 Page 1 of 3



The headlaimip design al ows. a narrow beam of right from the lower beam lamp to reflect off of the inner surface of
the high beam reflector. The Iamps high beams are riot affected bythis condition.

(Opt' orial) Identify any waunmg which can precede or occur-
lintentlonally left blar*]
Does this recall onlyatfect products in certain geographic reglions? I No

Manufacturer of Defective Component
ifapplicable, identify the inaruifacturer of the defectkie or noncompliant consponent

if the manufacturer of the c.oTnoonent is unknown. orovide information for the cainpaev that smelled the subject component

Company Name, Address
-

Com!pan! Contact (Name. Position, Phone, eniabl}:
II Stanley Co Inc Adam Clark

1500 Hill-Brady RcL 269-420-2500
Battle Creek, Ml 49037

CIironoogy of Defect / Noncompliance Determination 573.6 (ci 6} (7)
tesribe the chmnoloavof events leadinE unto the defect decision ortest data for the noncompliance decision:
On Apri 8, 2019, GM received an email from Transport Canada indicating that the lower beam beadlamps in certain

ast-generation GMC Terrain vehicles may not comply with Canada Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (CMVSS) No. 108
1 referenciing Technical Standards Document No. 108, Laimpsr Rei9ecte Devices, and Associated Equiip.ment (TSD

L08 After a preliminary evaluation, GM opened an investigation into the issue on April23, 2019. GM determined
that these head lamps should also be evaluated under 510.15 .5 of FMVSS 108, which has similar requirements to

310.15.6 of TSD 108.

3M's engineers contacted the headlamp supplier, who in 2009 had certified to GM that these head lamps complied

with all applicable requirements of FMVSS 108, including .510.15.5. The supplier also provided certification
documentation from a third-party testing laboratory contracted by the supplier at that time. Neither the supplier

nor the testing lab identified a potential compliance issue with these lamps.

The investigator and GM's lighting engilneers tested representative headlamps in the lab and reviewed design data

provided by the headlamp supplier. They determined that a reflection caused by the headlamps' housing design can

proect a narrow beam of light 80 degrees outboard and 45 degrees upward of each la:mp's forward-center axis.

In addition to laboratory testing, GM's investigator searched warranty and other field data for reports relating to this
condition. Out of a global vehide population of nearly 820,000 vehicles over seven model years, only a single

customer inquiry was identified.

The matter was reviewed by GM's Open Investigation (eview (Oll board on May r 2019. On May 9, 2019, GM's
Safety anti Field Action Decision Authority (SFADA} decided that the light emitted from the identified single point on

each lamp may be brighter than the maximum designated in section S10J..S.6 and Table XIX of FMVSS 108, but

believes the condition is inconsequential to motor vehicle safet. GM intends to petition NHTSA for an exemption

from the notice and remedy provisions of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Act for this condition for all affected
vehicles.

N192223240_573 Revision_iS May 2019(002) Form 23Apr2Oi9 Page 2 of 3



Identity the Remedy 513.6 (C) (8)
Oescribe the defect/noncompliance remed¯ program, incledmgtle manufactar&s plae for reimbursement
Remedy:

GM: intends to petition NHTSA for an exemption from the notice and remedy proisions of the Federal Motor Vehide
Safety Act

Resmbursement Plan:

(intentionally left blank)

Describe what distingui5hes the remedy component from the recalled component.

- The name, description, and part number of the recalled component(s) must also be reported in this held.

CMotorVeMde Safety Act, 49 US.C. §30119g - Section 24Uh of the FAST Acts
(intentionally left blank]

Recalled Component Name: Headlamp Asn.

Recalled Component Description: Headlamp Asm

Recalled Component Part Number 23319179, 80,81,22, $1064624, 2S, 26,27

Recalled Component Cotrntrf of Orighn: US

(Optional) Identify and describe how and when the recall condition was corrected in production:

These vehicles are a prior generation GMCTerrain. The current generation, beginning model year 2018, use a
different headlarnpdesin

_____

_____

lcientfly the Recall Schedule
Describe the recall schedule for notifications:

Planned Dealer Notification Betin Date (mmjddry):
Planned Dealer Notification End Date (mmfddfty'r}:

Planned Owner Notification Bezin Date 1mrnidlMw

[Planned Owner Notification End Date Cmmfdd/yyyy}:
______________________________

Manufacturer's identification code for this recall: P1192223240

Manufacturer's Comment to NHTSA Staff:
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OMB Control No.:  2127-0004

Part 573 Safety Recall Report         19V-375

The information contained in this report was submitted pursuant to 49 CFR §573

Manufacturer Name : General Motors LLC
Submission Date : MAY 15, 2019

NHTSA Recall No. : 19V-375
Manufacturer Recall No. : N192223240

Manufacturer Information :
Manufacturer Name : General Motors LLC

Address : 29427 Louis Chevrolet Road
MAIL CODE 480-210-2V WARREN MI 
48093

Company phone : 586-596-1733

Population :

Number of potentially involved : 726,959
Estimated percentage with defect : 100 %

Vehicle Information :

Vehicle  1 : 2010-2017 GMC Terrain
Vehicle Type :

Body Style : 
Power Train : NR

Descriptive Information : Manufacturing records were used to identify affected vehicles. 
726,959 GMC Terrain vehicles are affected by this recall.

Production Dates : MAY 21, 2009 - JUL 13, 2017
VIN Range  1 : Begin : NR  End : NR Not sequential

Description of Noncompliance :

Description of the 
Noncompliance : 

General Motors has decided that the lower beam headlamps in 2010-2017 GMC 
Terrain vehicles fail to conform, in part, to S10.15.6 of Federal Motor Vehicle 
Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 108, “Lamps, reflective devices, and associated 
equipment.”  A reflection caused by the headlamps’ housing can project a 
narrow beam of light 80 degrees outboard and 45 degrees upward of each 
lamp’s forward-center axis.  This can dimly illuminate two small areas high 
above the vehicle, one to the far left and the other to the far right of the vehicle, 
outside of the driver’s view and not directed in a way that will create glare for 
oncoming or other surrounding vehicles.  When tested, the light emitted from 
this single point on each lamp may be brighter than the maximum designated 
in section S10.15.6 and Table XIX of FMVSS 108.

FMVSS 1 : 108 - Lamps, reflective devices, and assoc. Equipment
FMVSS 2 : NR

Description of the Safety Risk : GM believes the risk to motor vehicle safety is inconsequential.
Description of the Cause : The headlamp design allows a narrow beam of light from the lower beam lamp 

to reflect off of the inner surface of the high beam reflector.  The lamps’ high 
beams are not affected by this condition.
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The information contained in this report was submitted pursuant to 49 CFR §573

Identification of Any Warning 
that can Occur : 

NR

Supplier Identification :

Component Manufacturer   
Name : I I Stanley Co., Inc

Address : 1500 Hill-Brady Rd.
 Battle Creek MICHIGAN 49037

Country : United States 

Chronology :
See attachment

Description of Remedy :

Description of Remedy Program : GM intends to petition NHTSA for an exemption from the notice and 
remedy provisions of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

How Remedy Component Differs 
from Recalled Component :

Recalled Component Name: Headlamp Asm. 
Recalled  Component Description: Headlamp Asm. 
Recalled Component Part Number:  23319179, 23319180, 23319181, 
23319182, 84064624, 84064625, 84064626, 84064627 
Recalled Component Country of Origin: US

Identify How/When Recall Condition 
was Corrected in Production : 

These vehicles are a prior generation GMC Terrain.  The current 
generation, beginning model year 2018, use a different headlamp design.

Recall Schedule :
Description of Recall Schedule : NR

Planned Dealer Notification Date : NR  - NR
Planned Owner Notification Date : NR  - NR

* NR - Not Reported 


